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A Fall Of Moondust Arthur
A Fall of Moondust is a hard science fiction novel by British writer Arthur C. Clarke, first published in 1961. It was nominated for a Hugo
Award for Best Novel, and was the first science fiction novel selected to become a Reader's Digest Condensed Book .
A Fall of Moondust - Wikipedia
" A Fall of Moondust (Arthur C. Clarke Collection) " continues to stir my imagination as the scenario is still, even in this early age of manned
space exploration, a possible danger waiting somewhere on the moon.
A Fall of Moondust: Clarke, Arthur C.: 9780575073173 ...
" A Fall of Moondust (Arthur C. Clarke Collection) " continues to stir my imagination as the scenario is still, even in this early age of manned
space exploration, a possible danger waiting somewhere on the moon.
Amazon.com: A Fall of Moondust (Arthur C. Clarke ...
Swallowed by the Sea of Thirst: "A Fall of Moondust" by Arthur C. Clarke “He was a boy again, playing in the hot sand of a forgotten summer.
He had found a tiny pit, perfectly smooth and symmetrical, and there was something lurking in its depths—something completely buried except
for its waiting jaws.
A Fall of Moondust by Arthur C. Clarke - Goodreads
Buy a cheap copy of A Fall of Moondust book by Arthur C. Clarke. Time is running out for the passengers and crew of the tourist cruiser
Selene, incarcerated in a sea of choking lunar dust. On the surface, her rescuers find their... Free shipping over $10.
A Fall of Moondust book by Arthur C. Clarke
" A Fall of Moondust (Arthur C. Clarke Collection)" is a must read for any science fiction enthusiast, especially if he or she has an abiding
interest in real science. Read more. 10 people found this helpful. Helpful. Comment Report abuse. Dave Carver Top Contributor: Fantasy
Books.
A Fall of Moondust: Clarke, Arthur C., Wyman, Oliver ...
A Fall of Moondust was Sir Arthur’s eighth published novel. It’s publication in 1961 was preceded by his futuristic underwater adventure The
Deep Range in 1957. This period of four years had not been idle, though. Arthur had been writing short stories and moved from the UK to
Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) and helped set up a diving business.
A Fall of Moondust by Arthur C. Clarke – SFFWorld
OCLC. 59497789. A Fall of Moondust is a hard science fiction novel by Arthur C. Clarke, first published in 1961. It was nominated for a Hugo
Award for Best Novel, and was the first science fiction novel selected to become a Reader's Digest Condensed Book .
A Fall of Moondust | Project Gutenberg Self-Publishing ...
A Fall of Moondust is a classic of science fiction—a man against nature story, at one sixth gravity and in a sea of dust that’s half-way to being
a liquid. The characters are thin, but the prose is...
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A future that never came: Arthur C. Clarke’s A Fall of ...
A Fall of Moondust 231. by Arthur C. Clarke. NOOK Book (eBook) $ 10.49 $11.99 Save 13% Current price is $10.49, Original price is $11.99.
You Save 13%. NOOK Book. $10.49. Audio MP3 on CD. $9.99. ... Arthur C. Clarke is the author of over one hundred novels, novellas, and
short story collections that laid the groundwork for the science fiction ...
A Fall of Moondust by Arthur C. Clarke | NOOK Book (eBook ...
A brilliantly imagined story of human ingenuity and survival, A Fall of Moondust is a tour-de-force of psychological suspense and sustained
dramatic tension by the field's foremost author. ©1961 Arthur C. Clarke (P)2009 Audible, Inc. What listeners say about A Fall of Moondust
A Fall of Moondust by Arthur C. Clarke | Audiobook ...
A Fall of Moondust (Mass Market Paperback) Published April 1st 1991 by Spectra. Mass Market Paperback, 231 pages. Author (s): Arthur C.
Clarke. ISBN: 0553289861 (ISBN13: 9780553289862) Edition language: English.
Editions of A Fall of Moondust by Arthur C. Clarke
A Fall of Moondust - Ebook written by Arthur C. Clarke. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS devices.
Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read A Fall of Moondust.
A Fall of Moondust by Arthur C. Clarke - Books on Google Play
A Fall of Moondust: Amazon.co.uk: Clarke, Arthur C., Wyman, Oliver: 9781480535572: Books. £9.24. RRP: £9.71. You Save: £0.47 (5%) &
FREE Delivery on your first eligible order to UK or Ireland. Details. Temporarily out of stock. Order now and we'll deliver when available.
A Fall of Moondust: Amazon.co.uk: Clarke, Arthur C., Wyman ...
A Fall of Moondust Quotes Showing 1-14 of 14 “Tom hated to admit defeat, even in matters far less important than this. He believed that all
problems could be solved if they were tackled in the right way, with the right equipment. This was a challenge to his scientific ingenuity; the
fact that there were many lives involved was immaterial.
A Fall of Moondust Quotes by Arthur C. Clarke
This item: A Fall of Moondust (S.F. MASTERWORKS) by Arthur C. Clarke Paperback £7.09 The Fountains Of Paradise (S.F.
MASTERWORKS) by Sir Arthur C. Clarke Paperback £3.99 The City And The Stars (S.F. MASTERWORKS) by Sir Arthur C. Clarke
Paperback £3.99 Customers who viewed this item also viewed

A story of the future, about a specially designed air vessel that sinks with its human cargo into a sea of dust in one of the craters of the moon.
During the twenty-second century, a space probe's investigation of a mysterious, cylindrical asteroid brings man into contact with an extragalactic civilization
A “superbly ingenious” classic of space survival from the author of 2001: A Space Odyssey—one of science fiction’s most influential
grandmasters (Daily Express). Expanding the Moon’s population hinges on building a thriving tourist industry. But when a prototype tourist
craft called the Selene encounters a moonquake, the ship plummets under a vast body of liquid-fine moondust called the Sea of Thirst. While
time runs out for the passengers and crew, rescuers find their resources stretched to the limit by the unpredictable conditions of the lunar
environment. Nominated for the Hugo Award in 1963, this brilliantly imagined story of human ingenuity and survival is a tour-de-force of
psychological suspense and sustained dramatic tension sure to appeal to fans of Andy Weir’s The Martian. “The best book yet about man’s
most dramatic journey, the most exciting science fiction novel for years.” —Evening Standard “Expertly told and cruelly exciting to the end.”
—The Sunday Times “Extremely good . . . with some superbly ingenious and exciting new twists.” —Daily Express
Political and environmental disasters come crashing down in this earthquake sci-fi thriller co-written by the authors of 2001: A Space Odyssey
and Memories. When he was seven years old, Lewis Crane survived the Los Angeles earthquake of 1994—but his parents did not. Haunted by
the tragedy, Crane has dedicated his life to protecting humanity from similar disasters. Now he is a Nobel Prize–winning earthquake scientist
who perfected equipment sensitive enough to predict an earthquake strike down to the minute. And he wants to go further. Crane has formed
an organization to explore the idea of stopping earthquakes entirely by fusing the Earth’s tectonic plates together. But what effect will this
have on the earth? And as political unrest causes tremors of another kind, can Crane’s audacious plan stop another major earthquake due to
hit the United States? Co-written by Hugo and Nebula Award–winning author Arthur C. Clarke and Philip K. Dick Award–winning author Mike
McQuay, the “two formidable SF talents converge splendidly in this disaster thriller, which offers sleek action-adventure writing, world-class
tumult and a coherent near-future based on sound yet innovative social and scientific speculation” (Publishers Weekly).
Short stories from the science fiction master—including the tale that inspired 2001: A Space Odyssey. These stories present a brilliant
showcase of Arthur C. Clarke’s many-layered approach to the moral dilemmas of scientific advancement—from the thrilling and brutal
“Breaking Strain” to the more poetic and thoughtful “Second Dawn.” Also included is “The Sentinel”—the basis for the classic Stanley Kubrick
film 2001: A Space Odyssey. This outstanding collection reminds us that the author of Childhood’s End was not only a giant in the world of
science fiction, a recipient of multiple Nebula and Hugo Awards, and an incomparable storyteller, but also a “skilled literary artist” (Hartford
Courant). “I do not know of any short story that has moved me more than Arthur C. Clarke’s ‘If I Forget Thee, Oh Earth.’” —The Christian
Science Monitor
This “marvelous lunar espionage thriller” by the science fiction grandmaster and author of 2001: A Space Odyssey “packs plenty of punch”
(SFReviews.net). Two hundred years after landing on the Moon, mankind has moved further out into the solar system. With permanent
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settlements now established on the Moon, Venus, and Mars, the inhabitants of these colonies have formed a political alliance called the
Federation. On the Moon, a government agent from Earth is tracking a suspected spy at a prominent observatory. His mission is complicated
by the rise in tensions between Earth’s government and the Federation over access to rare heavy metals. As the agent finds himself locked
in a battle for life and death on the eerie, lunar landscape, the larger conflict explodes across space, leaving mankind’s future in doubt. First
published in 1955, this suspense-filled space opera by the Science Fiction and Fantasy Hall of Fame inductee was a significant forerunner of
television hits like Star Trek and The Expanse.
A forth collection of gripping short stories from the most acclaimed Science Fiction author of any generation. Arthur C Clarke is without
question the world's best-known and most celebrated science fiction writer. His career, spanning more than sixty years, is one of unequalled
success. Clarke has always been celebrated for his clear prophetic vision, which is fully on display in this audiobook, but there are also many
stories which show his imagination in full flight, to the distant future and to far-flung star systems. This forth volume in a series of five includes
some of Clarke's most accomplished work, including Sleeping Beauty, The Man who Ploughed the Sea and Cosmic Casanova. Track Listing:
CD 1: The Next Tenants read by Nick Boulton Track 2 to 7, 21' 03 Cold War read by Sean Barrett Track 8 to 11, 15' 21 Sleeping Beauty read
by Roger May Track 12 to 19, 24' 55 CD 2: The Man Who Ploughed the Sea read by Nick Boulton Track 1 to 13, 39' 12 Critical Mass read by
Sean Barrett Track 14 to end of CD 2, 14' 23 CD 3: The Other Side of the Sky read by Roger May Track 1 to 13, 53' 52 Let There Be Light
read by Mike Grady Track 14 to end of CD 3, 17' 17 CD 4 and 5: Out of the Sun read by Nick Boulton Track 1 to 4, 17' 38 Cosmic Casanova
read by Sean Barrett Track 5 to 9, 17' 06 The Songs of Distant Earth read by Roger May Track 10 to Track 12 of CD 5, 83' 22 A Slight Case
of Sunstroke read by Mike Grady Track 13 of CD 4 to end of CD 5, 21' 37 CD 6: Who's There read by Nick Boulton Track 1 to 3, 15' 10 Out of
the Cradle, Endlessly Orbiting read by Sean Barrett Track 4 to 7, 15' 10 I Remember Babylon read by Roger May Track 8 to 14, 30' 18
Trouble With Time read by Mike Grady Track 15 to end of CD 6, 14' 32 CD 7: Into the Comet read by Nick Boulton Track 1 to 6, 24' 12
Summertime on Icarus read by Sean Barrett Track 7 to 13, 28' 36 Saturn Rising read by Roger May Track 14 of CD 7 to Track 3 of CD 8, 29'
41 CD 8: Death and the Senator read by Mike Grady Track 4 to 16, 53' 57 Before Eden read by Nick Boulton Track 17 of CD 8 to Track 5 of
CD 9, 26' 11 CD 9: Hate read by Sean Barrett Track 6 to 14, 41' 17 Love that Universe read by Roger May Track 15 to end of CD 9, 10' 28
This volume is of special interest -- included are a wide range of classic stories, including the title story, "Jupiter Five," "The Deep Range,"
"Second Dawn," and the earliest of the splendidly comic narratives told by Harry Purvis for the benefit of the denizens of the White Hart.

Since the beginning of time it had worked its will on humanity, and for as long as man could remember, he had struggled against its power.
But in the 21st century the battle was won: the sea, mankind's age-old enemy, had finally been conquered. Professionals like Walter Franklin
now patrolled the infinite savannahs of the oceans, harvesting from the plankton prairies as crop which kept the world fed. But like that other
great frontier, space, the sea had not yet yielded up all its secrets. And men like Franklin would never rest until its every fathomless mystery
had been challenged . . .
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